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SAFETY

P R O D U C T S

Anti-skid products
Salt and sand bins
Floor signs
Gloves
Eye protection
Sound protection
Hard hats
Respirators
Sorbant pads
Miscellaneous
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SAFETY PRODUCTS

ANTI-SKID PRODUCTS
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PRO SERIESTM 370 ECONO BLENDTM BLUE

PRO SERIESTM 750 MAGNESIUM CHLORIDE

Blended with magnesium chloride for fast and effective ice melting.
Econo Blend™ Blue Ice Melter brings together sodium chloride and
magnesium chloride to deliver the melting power you need, even at
temperatures as low as -7°F/-21°C. Its blue crystals help you avoid
under- or over-applying, for a more effcient application that saves you
time and money. Econo Blend™ Blue provides a variety of advantages
over basic rock salt. Econo Blend Blue melts to lower temperatures,
and is less harmful to grass and vegetation. In fact, it is 67% less corrosive on metal than rock salt. High-visibility blue crystals help make
application more ecient, while a corrosion inhibitor reduces potential
damage to metal and concrete.

Safe Step® Magnesium Chloride provides outstanding performance in
extreme cold temperatures, melting ice down to an impressive -25°F/32°C. Designed with a unique crystal shape, it provides the optimum
combination of ice penetration and scatter control, and begins working
on contact. It dissolves quickly, creating a powerful, long-lasting brine
solution. For even the worst winter cold spells, count on the power of
Safe Step® Magnesium Chloride. Safer towards plants and animals, it
won’t harm human hands or pets’ paws. In fact, it’s even less toxic than
baking soda. Among today’s ice melters, Safe Step® Magnesium Chloride
is one of the most gentle, most environmentally responsible solutions,
all without sacricing performance.

SS56370

SS53750

Econo Blend™ Blue Ice Melter 50 lbs.

SALT AND SAND BINS

Magnesium chloride Ice Melter 50 lbs.

SAFETY PRODUCTS

SECURITY CONTAINERS FOR SORBANT PADS
Container comes with a lockable clasp (Yellow). Sturdy, manufactured in one polyethylene piece. Keeps its contents in security and dry. Comes with
a movable tray to keep small objects like work gloves, small tools, salt spreader etc.
MS450L
32”x24”x28”h. container 9 cubic feet capacity
Colors :
Charcoal (without lock)
Yellow (with lock)
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HANGING SIGNS
Sign and pole combination blocks doorway or hall to
prevent access to a specific area.
RU9S15 13”x261/2”x1”
Color : Yellow
CLOSED FOR CLEANING

FLOOR SIGNS

RU9S16 13”x261/2”x1”
Color : Yellow
CLOSED FOR CLEANING multi-lingual

COLLAPSIBLE TRI-CONETM
Tri-Cone™ provides the most protection with the
greatest flexibility. The three-sided design provides 360° of visibility for increased protection.
KA220
20” Tri-ConeTM
KA230
30” Tri-ConeTM
Color :
Yellow

SAFETY CONES
These orange, eighteen inch high Bilingual
English / Spanish cones are made out of vinyl
plastic with a weighted tip-proof base.
KA125ENG English only
KA125SP
English / Spanish
Color :
Orange

SAFETY CONES
Highly visible, bright yellow hazard protection
system.
RU6276
CAUTION 121/4”x121/4”x36”
RU6276-77 WET FLOOR 121/4”x121/4”x36”
RU6277
CAUTION 101/2”x101/2”x255/8”
RU6277-77 WET FLOOR 101/2”x101/2”x255/8”

TRI-CONETM BARRIERS
Available in twenty-seven inch or forty-one inch
high with universal "caution" symbol on all three
sides.
KA121
27” Tri-ConeTM barrier
KA122
41” Tri-ConeTM barrier
Color :
Yellow

TRI-CONETM SYSTEM
This all inclusive system contains three 41" yellow Tri-ConeTM barriers, one two inch x twenty foot
yellow plastic chain and two red lock-on warning
signs to create an entire floor safety system.
KA122-3
41” Tri-ConeTM system
Color :
Yellow

DOUBLE SIDED UNIVERSAL SIGNS
Multi-language, foldable, high visibility color, floor sign. Caution warning
messages imprinted in English, French, and Spanish for effective communication to broad audiences.
RU6112-00
ATTENTION 25”
RU6112-77
CAUTION WET FLOOR 25”
RU6112-78
FERMÉ / CLOSED 25”
RU6112-85
WET FLOOR / PLANCHER MOUILLÉ 25”

WET FLOOR SIGNS
Twenty-six inch high and thirty-seven inch high, easel-type, yellow with a
two sided imprint, multilingual message. Accepts barrier chain and common
barrier tape for connecting multiple signs and cordoning off an area.
KA119
26” Caution sign
Color :
Yellow
KA119C
26” Closed sign
Color :
Yellow
KA120
37” Caution sign
Color :
Yellow
KA120C
37” Closed sign
Color :
Yellow

GLOVES
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POLY-DTM DISPOSABLE POLYETHYLENE GLOVES
Polyethylene Ambidextrous Disposable gloves, ideal
for food preparation and small parts handling. 10
Boxes of 100 gloves (1000).
GA35830-S Small
GA35830-M Medium
GA35830-L Large

VERSA TOUCHTM ECONOMICAL VINYL GLOVES
5 mil. powdered PVC disposable gloves. Used for
maintenance and cleanup, painting and janitorial
use. Box of 100 gloves.
GA34700-M Medium
GA34700-L Large
GA34700-XL Extra-large

DURA-TOUCHTM QUALITY VINYL GLOVES
5 mil. powdered, premium quality PVC gloves.
Used for food processing, small parts handling,
painting and more. Box of 100 gloves.
GA34500-S Small
GA34500-M Medium
GA34500-L Large
GA34500-XL X-large

CONFORMTM QUALITY RUBBER LATEX GLOVES
5 mil. powdered latex disposable gloves. Used
for food processing and handling, light-duty maintenance and cleanup and more. Box of 100 gloves.
GA69210-S Small
GA69210-M Medium
GA69210-L Large
GA69210-XL X-large

TOUCH N TUFFTM NITRILE DISPOSABLE GLOVES
4 mil. Made of 100% nitrile, the gloves contain
absolutely no fillers, silicones, or plasticizers.
Box of 100 gloves.
GA92500-M Medium
GA92500-L Large
GA92500-XL X-large

ECONOMICAL LATEX GLOVES
17 mil. These natural latex, cotton flock-lined
gloves provide a high degree of tensile strength
while maintaining excellent sensitivity. 12 pairs.
GA198-M Medium
GA198-L Large
GA198-XL X-large

QUALITY LATEX GLOVES
20 mil. These natural latex, cotton flock-lined
gloves provide a high degree of tensile strength
while maintaining excellent sensitivity. 12 pairs.
GA298-S Small
GA298-M Medium
GA298-L Medium
GA298-XL X-large

HEAVYWEIGHT RUBBER LATEX GLOVES
29 mil. Provide added protection against chemical
and physical hazards due to their increased puncture/cut resistance and tensile strength. 12 pairs.
GA208-M Medium
GA208-L Large
GA208-XL Extra-large

SOL-VEXTM NITRILE GLOVES
15 mil. High-performance nitrile compound which
provides an outstanding combination of strength
and chemical resistance. 12 pairs.
GA37175-M Medium
GA37175-L Large
GA37175-XL X-large

CHEMI-PROTM NEOPRENE / LATEX GLOVES
27 mil. A unique dipping process which combines
neoprene over natural rubber latex provides
increased protection against chemicals. 12 pairs.
GA224-M Medium
GA224-L Large
GA224-XL X-large

POLY / COTTON GLOVES
Poly / cotton knit glove. Offers good durability
and will not shrink when washed. 12 pairs.
GA76203-L Large

MULTI PURPOSE GLOVES
Designed for harsh applications and rough materials. Breathable stretch materials add to comfort.
One hand strap adjustment.
RU9H00 Large
RU9H01 X-Large
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EYE PROTECTION

ZTEK® GLASSES
Provide 99% protection against UV rays.
Lenses are coated for superior scratch resistance. Integrated nose piece. Pack of 12.
PX2510S
Clear (universal)
PX2560S
Blue (high contrast)
PX2580S
Clear mirror (interior/exterior)
PX2520S
Dark grey (exterior)

ZTEK® MINI GLASSES
Provide 99% protection against UV rays.
Lenses are coated for superior scratch resistance. Integrated nose piece. Pack of 12.
PX2510SN Clear (universal)
PX2560SN Blue (high contrast)
PX2580SN Clear mirror (interior/exterior)
PX2520SN Dark grey (exterior)

VENTURE II® GLASSES
Provide 99% protection against UV rays.
Lenses are coated for superior scratch resistance. Integrated nose piece. Pack of 12.
PX1810S
Clear (universal)
PX1860S
Blue (high contrast)
PX1880S
Clear mirror (interior/exterior)
PX1820S
Dark grey (exterior)

INTEGRA® GLASSES
Provide 99% protection against UV rays.
Lenses are coated for superior scratch resistance. Ajustable temples ensure reliable performance. Pack of 12.
PX410S
Clear (universal)

OTS® GLASSES
Designed to better fit today’s prescription eyewear.
Lightweight nylon temples that ajust for lengh and
pitch. Provide 99% protection against UV rays.
Lenses are coated for superior scratch resistance.
Pack of 12.
PX3510SJ
Clear (universal)

V2G® AND GOGGLES
Provide 99% protection against UV rays.
Lenses are coated for superior scratch resistance.
PX1880ST V2G® Clear mirror, pack of 12
PXG204
Clear, protects against chemicals
Pack of 12
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EARPLUGS
Soft, comfortable earplugs that conform to the
unique shape of each ear for excellent hearing
protection and comfort. Tapered to comfortably
fit the ear canal. Protection up to 29 db. Can be
used with ear muffs for added protection.
3M1100
Box of 200 pairs

SOUND PROTECTION

EARPLUGS WITH CORD
EAR MUFF
Soft, corded foam ear plugs that conform to the Durable nylon headband. Soft foam ear cups,
unique shape of each ear for excellent hearing sound protection up to 22 db.
protection and comfort. Features a cord for
convenience and to prevent loss of ear plugs.
PXPM2010
Ear muff
Protection up to 29 db. Can be used with ear
muffs for added protection.
3M1110
Box of 100 pairs
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HARD HATS

HARD HAT
High density polyethylene hard hat with a 4
point snap lock suspension. Rain trough on
sides and back of helmet channel moisture
away.
PX14010
White hard hat

HARD HATS
High density polyethylene hard hat with a 4
point ratchet suspension. Low profile design.
PX14110
White hard hat
PX14120
Red hard hat
PX14130
Yellow hard hat
PX14160
Blue hard hat

RESPIRATORS
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RATCHET HEADGEAR
Constructed from durable nylon. Pivoting
action allows user to lift faceshield while wearing.
PXHGB
Ratchet headgear
PXS1010
Polyethylene faceshield

SAFETY PRODUCTS

N95 ECONOMICAL RESPIRATOR
Patented filter media with advanced electrostatically charged
microfibers help make breathing easier and cooler for enhanced user
comfort. Lightweight construction enhances worker comfort and wear
time. Adjustable noseclip reduces eyewear fogging and helps ensure a
better seal and fit.
3M8000 Economical respirator, box of 30

N95 STANDARD RESPIRATOR
Designed to help provide comfortable, reliable worker protection against
certain non-oil based particles. Its lightweight construction helps promote greater worker acceptance and comfort and increased wear time.
Workplace applications include grinding, sanding, sweeping, bagging and
other dusty operations.
3M8210 Standard respirator, box of 20

N95 COMFORT RESPIRATOR
Uniquely designed to help provide protection. It is ideally suited for
work settings that involve heat, humidity, or long periods of wear. It
features the 3M™ Cool Flow™ Exhalation Valve and adjustable M-noseclip to help provide a custom fit and secure seal.
3M8511 Confort respirator, box of 10

R95 STANDARD RESPIRATOR
Designed to help provide comfortable protection against certain oil and
non-oil based particles including those present with nuisance levels of
organic vapor, such as solvents, degreasers, and resins. Suggested
applications include foundry operations, lab settings, agriculture, petrochemical manufacturing and undercoating.
3M8247 Standard respirator, box of 20
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SORBANT PADS

UNIVERSAL SORBANT PADS
Double-bonded layers of meltblown polypropylene create high surface
area enabling this mat to absorb liquid quickly, Great for overspray
areas and indoor spills. Rolls are perforated every 9.5” vertically and
17” horizontally, pads are perforated every 9.5” vertically.

OIL SORBANT PADS
Double-bonded layers of meltblown polypropylene create high surface
area enabling this mat to absorb liquid quickly, Great for overspray
areas and indoor spills. Rolls are perforated every 9.5” vertically and
17” horizontally, pads are perforated every 9.5” vertically.

HSUMP

HSOMP

Grey pads 100x17”x19”

SORBANT SOCKS
Ideal for surrounding spilled fluids and keep
them from spreading. Flexible, easy and convenient to put into place.
HSZ9202

White for oil spills 3”x48”
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I-GEL KNEEPADS
Non-skid cap helps to avoid slipping and absorb
impact. Constructed of breathable perforated
neoprene material. Pack of 2 pads.
RU9H10
I-Gel 41/4”x7”x9”

White oil pads 100x17”x19”

SECURITY CONTAINERS FOR SORBANT PADS
Container comes with a lockable clasp (Yellow). Sturdy, manufactured in one polyethylene piece.
Keeps its contents in security and dry. Comes with a movable tray to keep small objects like work
gloves, small tools, salt spreader etc.
MS450L
32”x24”x28”h. container 9 cubic feet capacity
Colors :
Charcoal (without lock)
Yellow (with lock)

MISCELLANEOUS

SWIVEL-FLEX KNEEPADS
Front strapping system fastens easily.
Maneuverability with compact swivel cap. Pack of
2 pads.
RU9H11
Swivel-flex 41/2”x71/2”x101/2”

UTILITY KNIFES
Optimized cutting angle for reduced fatigue.
Smooth, three-position slide exposes variable
blade length and increased durability for frequent use. Inside storage for 5 blades.
RU9H05
Retractable utility knife
RU9H06
Quick change retractable knife
RU20843 50 unbreakable blades

